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CANSS System

? CANSS is a device that allows traditional 
microphones and speakers to be connected to a 
standard (IEEE 802.3) Ethernet network.

? CANSS shall require no user intervention to 
achieve proper operation, with the exception of 
selecting the mode.

? CANSS shall send and receive real-time 
streaming mp3 data.



CANSS Development Environment

? Organized to allow developers to simultaneously 
work on different portions of code.

? Allows remote access to the CANSS hardware for 
remote testing.



Hardware



Hardware Design



Hardware Design Challenges
? Design of complex system.

– Must use integrated schematic/PCB tool
– Must have at least ground and power planes

? Reduce crosstalk noise (provides low-inductance signal 
return path)

? Simplifies PCB layout considerably
? Increased cost

– Follow correct process of creating files for 
manufacturing

? RX-274 Gerber file output
? Excellon Drill file generation



? How does the FPGA get configured?
– Use of EPC2 configuration device cost prohibitive
– JTAG port can be used for configuration in test 

environment
– PPA mode easily connects to microcontroller

? Clock distribution and selection
– FPGA uses a 10MHz oscillator
– Microcontroller uses 18.432MHz crystal
– CODEC and PHI use required crystals

Hardware Design Challenges (cont'd)



? The hardware testing not only verifies correct 
hardware operation, but also provides support to 
software development.

? While waiting for the PCBs to arrive the build 
environment was setup using the DS80C390 
development kit.

? Communication was tested between all major 
components.

? The base software classes have been written.

Hardware Design Testing



? The schematic capture and PCB layout phases are 
complete.

? Two boards are fully populated and operational, 
two boards are partially populated.

? The process of compiling, loading, and executing 
software has been tested and documented.

? Only two tasks remain
– Find and fix the problem with the networking system
– Upon final completion of the VHDL encode/decode 

mp3 data.

Hardware Design Progress



? Careful reviews of the schematic and PCB layout 
are needed to prevent needless errors.

? High risk areas should have a pre-planned test 
method.

? Don't follow reference designs without fully 
understanding them.  

Hardware Design Lessons Learned
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Application Software Challenges
? Polling Techniques

– Single process polling of network and FPGA
– Multi-thread polling of network and FPGA
– What happens when the Network thread feeds the 

HAL (FPGA) thread data, but the HAL thread isn't 
ready?

? Buffering Techniques
– Java Vector Class
– Dynamically-resized FIFO implementation
– What if both threads want to access the buffer at the 

same time?



Application Software Challenges (cont'd)
? Buffer Locking Techniques

– Without locking, data corruption can occur
– Thread 'A' begins a read from the buffer by setting the static 

attribute “writeable” to false...
– Thread 'B' attempts to write to the buffer; it will find that 

“writeable” is false, and will wait()...
– Thread 'A' finishes the read operation, sets “writeable” to true, 

and calls notify()...
– Thread 'B' hears the “notify” signal sent by thread 'A', wakes, 

sets “writeable” to false, and begins the write process.
– Point: no two threads simultaneously access the Buffer class's 

get/set methods due to the semaphore (“writeable”) locking and 
inter-thread communications.



Application Software Testing
? Due to the Ethernet portion of the hardware not 

being functional, full throughput testing of the 
software was not possible.

? To eliminate the hardware necessity, the HAL 
and Network classes were re-written to read/write 
to 'stdin' and 'stdout'.

? Data was successfully transferred from the 
Network thread to the buffer to the HAL thread 
using this hardware emulation model.  This 
provided a proof-of-concept validation of the 
software design.



Application Software Progress

? The design phase was successfully completed
? The proof-of-concept testing was successfully 

completed
? The throughput testing was not completed due to 

lack of hardware functionality
? The top-level testing was not completed due to 

lack of hardware functionality
? High level of confidence that the software would 

work as expected given working hardware.



Application Software Lessons Learned
? The design phase is KEY to the success of the 

software.  After the UML was concrete, the 
coding was easy.

? Plan on emulating hardware with software.  A 
good idea would have been to abstract the 
Network class and write subclasses to 
communicate over Ethernet, RS-232, Infrared, 
etc.

? UML tools, source code revision tools, and good 
reference books are key to a quick and smooth 
implementation of the design.



VHDL



VHDL Requirements

? Read and write data to the  microcontroller by 
regular asynchronous read and write cycles.

? Read and write data to the Micronas CODEC by 
regular read and write cycles.

? VHDL Logic small than 10,000 logic gates
? Only 66 user I/O pins available



VHDL Block Diagram

? Asynchronous 
memory interface 
(Wishbone master)

? Micronas CODEC 
interface (Wishbone 
slave)

? Non-wishbone data 
bus



VHDL Test Procedures

? Toggle test pins
? Heart beat program
? Microcontroller FPGA  programmer
? Asynchronous memory bus test
? Asynchronous memory interface to Micronas 

CODEC interface test



FPGA Programmer

? Created a Native 8051 assembly code library 
which contained the port reader

? Created a port reader Java Class to use the native 
library

? Hal programming method  calls the port reader 
Java class

? Convert SRAM object file (.sof) to a hex file 
(.hex) after synthesis



VHDL Issues

? No address bus
? Broken oscillator
? No write strobe
? Raised pins
? Timing problems



VHDL Progress

? Final architecture determined
? All test procedures have been simulated
? Last test to be completed
? Future versions will include a more complex logic 

system, FIFO, control interrupts, flow control



Conclusions



Accomplishments

? CANSS can be used as a reference design for 
integrating FPGAs with the DS80C400 
microcontrollers.  Can also be used as a general 
purpose development system.

? There were unique software elements created 
during the CANSS development.
– Universal data port reader
– FPGA configuration routines
– Makefiles controlling the complicated build process
– Threaded memory reporter



Accomplishments

? Proof-of-concept that open-source tools can be 
used for all aspects of a complex engineering 
project.

? Design and construction of a six-layer printed 
circuit board.

? Increases the amount of practical documentation 
available for DS80C400 designs.

? Provides a reference on the process of submitting 
files for PCB manufacturing.



Shortcomings

? Hardware design fell 4 weeks behind schedule.
? Software strategy did not provide sufficient 

means to deal with late hardware schedule.
? Re-architecture of VHDL design impacted 

software requirements.
? Inadequate estimates of time needed to complete 

tasks.



Where does it all go from here?

? During the remainder of this week attempts will 
be made to create a fully functional hardware 
platform.

? If this can be accomplished software development 
can continue.

? Other features may be added on 
– Remote administration of a device through a 

computer.
– Standards compliant power over ethernet



Questions?


